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1. Introduction 
Ever since Tait’s abortive attempt to solve the 4-color conjecture 
[ 71, geometers have been szarching for Hamiltonian circuits in various 
types of graphs. Special attention has been given to the polyhedral 
graphs, that is, graphs that are isomorphic to the l-skeletons of con- 
vex poly iopes. l AIthough there are polytopes of every dimension 
greater than 3 that do not have Hamiltonian circuit-s, only in 3-dimen- 
sional space simple r,olytopes with this property have been found 
(see [3,8]). Barnette I 1 ] has conjectured that every simple 4-polytope 
has a Hamiltonian circ&. This conjecture is still open even for prisms 
over simple 3-polytopes. 
In this paper we show that certain families of prisms have Hamil- 
tonian circuits. In particular, we show that the k-fold prisms over 3- 
polytopes (not necessarily simple) have Hamiltonian circuits for all 
k 2 :Y. We also show that for every polytope P, there exists a number 
k(P) such that the n-fold prism over 9 has a I familtonisn circuit for 
n 2 k(P). Finally we show that the prisms ovw simple 4-colorable 3- 
polyltopes have Hamiltonian circuits. 
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’ Un this paper we shall not usually distinguish between the polytope and its grap’h. 
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2. Definitions and notation 
If G is a graph, we shall denote the set of vertices of G by a’(G), the 
set of edges by E(G) arId the number of vertices by 1 Cl. The valence of 
a vertex g will be denoted by cl(g) anJ the maximum valence of G will 
be denoted by d(C). 
The main tool used in this paper is the Cartesian product of graphs. 
If G and H are graphs, we defiine the (cartesian product G X H as fol- 
lows: 
V(GX H) = V(Gj X V(H); that is, the Cartesian product of V(G) and 
Wj, 
E(GX H) = {(gh, g’h’): g, g’ E V(G), h, h’ E V(m, and either g = g’ 
and (h, h’) E E(H), or else (g, g’) E E(G) and h = h’). 
‘l%e 11th power of G with respect o the Cartesian product ~511 be de- 
noted by Gn. These powers are well defined since the Cartesian product 
is cltarly associative. 
‘The complete graph on n vertices will be denoted by x,I and the 
gap51 of the n-dimensional cube ~41 be denoted by Cn . Ia a.ay circuit 
in a graph of the form G X C” , WI= shall say that a vertex g of G !ies in 
a Mxk of length k provided that there are consecutive vertices of the 
form~l,gu2,.. ,gvk O:I the circuit, where Uj E V(C” ). ‘I%e following 
facts are easily verified: 
ci), K; = Cn _ 
(ii) The graph of the k-fold ptism over a polytope P lis; PX K& 
(iiij IfG has a hci honian circuit, then so does GX Kn for n 2 1. 
A star is a tree with only one branch point. The star with r + 1 ver- 
tices will be denoted Sr. 
We shall use a process called “‘capping facets” of polytopes, defined as 
follows: Let f be a facet of a d-polytope I? Let p be a point not in .P auld 
close enough to the centroid of,f, so that taking the convex hull of P 
with p has the effect of Q&&g P vith a pyramid with base ,I‘ and apex 
y. The polytope COO .p Lt {p} is a:iti to be obtained from P by cappingt 
3. The main theoreisls 
We shah prove the following the orems. 
Tborem 1 q If P is a 3-dimensiwzaC polytope and k > 2, ther! the k-fbld 
prism over P has a Hamiltonian cidwit. 
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Theorem 2. For every poly tope P there exists an integer k(P) such that 
for n 2 k(P) the n-fold prism over P has a Hamiltonian circuit. For 
every m ~3 1 and d 2 4, there exists a d-polytope P such that PX Cm 
does not have a Hamfltoni:tn circuit. 
Thecarrn 3. If P is a simple 3-polytope whose Jacets are 4colorable, 
then the prism over P has a Hamiltonian circuit. 
nearem 4. lf G ,is a connected graph, then Gx K,, has a Hamiltonian 
circuit for n 2 d(G). 
The main technique in our proofs is demonstrated in the following 
lemma. 
Lemm;: 5. If T is a tree with d(T) <, 4, then each vertex u E T lies in a 
block of length at least 4 - d(v) + 1 in a Hamiltonian circuit of T x C? 
Proof’. Our proof is by induction on ITI. Clearly we may assume that 
d(T) :> 3, thus we begil orlr induction with the cases where T is a staa 
wilth a vertex x of valence three or four. If 7’ = Sd, let I’( T’) = {a, b,c,d,x} 
and V(C2 ) = { 1,2,3,4} I Tile following sequence of vertices of T X C2 
will dstermine a Hamiltonian circuit satisfying the induction hypothesis: 
a 1’, ar‘, a3, a4, x4,84,01, !~2, b3, x3, c3, c4, c 1 9 c2, x2, d2, d3, d4, d 1, 
xl. 
In the case where x has valence three, we get a Hamidtonian circuit 
by eliminating the bloc-k containing d from the above sequence. 
Assume now that T.< C” has a Hamiltonian circuit of the desired 
type fcjr all T with d(Tj 5 4 and ITI 5 n and let TO be a tree with y1+ 1 
vertices and d(TO) 2 4. !ii.nce TO is not a star, To contains a vertex 
vO with d(q,) = 1 such tha.t the tree T, -7’ TO\ (vo) his d(T,) = d(T,). Let ~1 
be the unique vertex in :ip, that is connected by an edge to v. a For any 
vertex v of T, , v #: v1 in@ies that d,(v) = d, (v), while dO (vr ) = 
tfr (v) + 1 (di(V) is the ~Acnce of v in Ti). By the inducticn hypothesis, 
T, X C2 has a Hamiltoni;~n circuit H, in which each vertex v E T, lies 
in a block of length 2 1% -d,(v) -I+ 1. thus v1 is contained in a block of 
leilgth at least 2. Without loss of generality we may assume that the 
bhjck !:ontaining v1 is of the form 
. . . Vl 1, u12, v”2, . . . . 
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We may now construct a Hamjiltonian circuit in T0 X C’ by chang- 
ing H, as follows: 
. ..ul1.u,l,u~Q,u~3,u*2,u~,z,u’2 ,... . 
Since the only block that has been changed is the block containing 
ur , it is clear that the induction hypothesis ic, satisfied by this Hanil- 
tonian circuit. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By a theorem of Barnette [ 1 ] , every 3-polytope 
contains a spanning tree 7’ with d(T) <, 3. Hence T X C” has a Hamil- 
tonian circu’ it. By (iii), (TX C2) X K2 has a Hamiltonian circuit, there- 
fore the k-fold prism over P has a Hamiltonian circuit for all k 2 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. ‘i%e same method employed in the proof of Lem- 
ma 5 may be used to prove that TX Cn has a Hamiltonian circuit if 
d(T) 5 2n. (One can prove by induction that T X Cn has a Hamiltonian 
circuit in lvhich each vertex u f T lies in a block of length at least 
2n -d(u) + 1.) Since the notation becomes very messy, we shall omit 
the proof of this generalization of Lemma 5. 
Since every connected graph has a spanning tree, the first part of 
the theorem follows. 
To construct a polytope P such that the m-fold prism over it does 
no! have a Hamiltonian circuit we shall use the so called cyclic poly- 
tcqes. 
.A cyclic d-polytope is defined to be the convex hull of a finite num- 
ber n > d of points on the moment curve in Ed defined parametrically 
by {(t, t2, . . . . td): - 00 < t < =}. It follows from the formula for the 
number of facets of cyclic d-polytopes f4] in terms of the number of 
vertices that in eaC’h dimension there exists a constant c such that all 
cyclic d-polytopes with k vertices have at least ck” facets for d 14. 
TO construct our polytope we take a cyclic d-polytope with Ez vertices, 
k > 2” /c. From P we construct a polytope P’ b-y capping each facet 
ofF Now, in P’ X Cn’ the removal of the set 
A = (cx; c E V(P), x E V(C” )) 
yields at least ck2 components. Since A has only k2*’ vertices and 
k2m < Ck2, P’ x cm c 1annot have a Hamiltonian circuit. 
4. Remarks ?33 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose P Is ;;i simple 3-polytope whose facets 
are 4-colorable. It is well-known [ 5 ] that 4-colorability of the facets 
ti ecpivdent to 3-color;tbility of the edges of $. Suppose the edges of 
P are 3-colored with colors a, b and c. The set of a- or b-colored edges 
will form al set of disjoined circuits of even length, covering V(P). We 
shall call the graph consisting of these edges G, . If G, is not connect~ci, 
we can join two components of G, by adding one edge of P, thus form- 
ing a new graph G,. We can continue this process; if Gj is not conneci;- 
cd, we form Gi+l by joining two components of G1 by a single edge of 
R We shah call such edges joining edges. We can continue in this way 
until we get a connected graph G,. We shall show inductively that each 
connected component of Gi X C’ has a Hamilltonian circuit containing 
the edge (~1, u2), for each u E V(P) that is not contained in a joining 
edge of Gi. It is clear that this is true for G, sjince every component of 
G, is an even cycle. Let A and B be two components of Gk+t connect- 
ed by the edge (u, w) E E(P). Since (u, w) is a joining edge of G,, E, u 
and w are not contained in a joining edge of GA . In the Hamiltonian 
circuits of A and B, we remove the edges (u 1, ~2) (!ly I, ~2) and join 
the edges (u 1, ~1) (~2, w2), thus obtaining a .fiarniltonian circuit for 
the component generated by joining A Lnd B in G, + 1 . 1 t now follows, 
that G, X C’ has a Hamiltonian circuit thus se does PX C1 . 
Theorem 4 is proved similarly to Lemma 5. Zt is first proved for stars 
and then the proof is completed by induction on the number of vertices 
for trees using the following induction hypothesis: 
If T is a tree and n 2 d(T), then TX A’,, has a Hamiltonian circliit in 
which each vertex g E T lies in a block of length at least n--d(g) -k 1. 
If. is easily seen that Sr X K, has no Hamiltonian circuit for 1~ < r 
hence this result is best possible. 
4. Remarks 
(1) Chvital [ 21 has suggested the use of the Cartesian product as a 
“measure of Hamiltonicity” of a given graph as f&ows: The Harniitoraicity 
H(G) of a graph G is the least integer yd such that G ,< K, has a H~~iil- 
toman circuit. Our results show that Ii(G) <_ d(G) for a connected graph 
G. 
(2) Theorem 3 imG!ies that if there exists 3 simple Mimensional prism 
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WJI no Hamiitonian circuit then the 4coior conjecture is false. 
(3) It follows from a lemma of Sabidassi [ 6 J that if G is a graph 
and 2 is a circuit with at least 21Gi--2 vertices, then G X 2 has a Hamil- 
ton&n circuit. This result is quite similar to the results in Lemma 5. 
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